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B opened, and the fan started until the fire is again in	con-
dition. -Anthracite must then be added until a good quality of gas
is obtained, wlien. the engine may be started up to work." When
the stoppage is onlj temporary, the scrubber and gas tor -will
probably be full of good gas vhen it takes place, it is there-
fore better to test the fresh gas, made at restarting, by	of
a test cock placed at Z rather to test it at Q. When
gas is obtained at Z the cock J cam bfe closed and the then sent
through the scrubber and gas box to the engine. By following
this plan the good gas remaining in the scrubber and gas box when
tlie plant was stopped will be utilized, instead of being blown
away to waste as might otherwise have been the case.
Caution.—The regulation of the supply oi water to the coke
scrublber is important. If the supply be too small, steam will "be
formed in the scrubber, the gas will not be properly cleaned, and
the quality of the gas will deteriorate. If tie supply be too great,
the watex seal of the gas pipe -will be too deep and tie engine will
not be able to suck the gas through the producer. The coal should
not be too large or of unequal size, or the air spaces between the
various pieces will be too great. The guiding principle in this is
to have a mass of fuel in the producer which is as homogeneous as
passible vithoufc being solid. Where coke is used as the fuel a
sa~wdiist scrubber is required between the coke scrubber and the
g&s box. When a gas plant has been designed for anthracite, other
modifications may be necessary if ib is decided to change from
amthracite coal to coke.
EXAMPLES
1* The following measurements "were made during a test of a gas
engine using producer gas : Volume of gas used per hour = 1,400 cu. ft.
Calorific value of gas = 90 C.H.U. per cul. ft. B.H.P. = 29-2. Water
flowing through jackets =70 gallons per hour. Bise ia temperature
cf jacket water = 60° C.    Calculate :
(i) the number of C.H.U. supplied to the engine per hour.
(ii) the number of C.H.U. turned into useful work per hour.
(iii) the number of C.H U. absorbed "by the Jacket water per
hour.
How much heat per hour is unaccounted for, and what lias become
of it ?
2. A coal has the following analysis : carbon 88 per cent., laydrogea.
4 per cent., oxygen. 2-4 percent., sulphur 1 per cent., the remainder
being ash. Calculate the calorific value per Ib. aiad the theoretical

